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Abstract

The cost situation for lithium-ion batteries is one of the key limitations for the market potential of electric
vehicles and has been covered by several authors from the industry and science sector. This work addresses
the relation between active material properties, cell design and vehicle requirements. The results of this
investigation show that the efficient use of the cell properties in the vehicle application will be decisive for
the competitiveness of OEMs and battery suppliers.
The center of the research is a cell model in which different active material properties, cell formats and
electrode layouts can be implemented flexibly. Within a constant volume of a standardized cell housing the
variation of the electrode loadings leads to relationships between the storable energy and the power of the
cell. The costs determined for each specific cell design then allow describing the relation between the
power to energy ratio of a cell and its energy specific costs for current and future materials.
The optimal cost situation is reached when the P/E-ratio of the cell matches the required P/E-ratio of the
storage system. In a broad vehicle portfolio this means a specific cell would be required for each car
project. This potentially large number of cell types seems unfavorable for OEMs to handle. Therefore a
genetic algorithm optimization is applied to determine the cost-optimal number and specifications of cells
to address a certain vehicle portfolio. For these optimizations further restrictions such as voltage level
limitations are considered as well.
The tool derived from these considerations can support OEMs as well as cell & material suppliers to find
the optimal modular kit for their lithium-ion cell strategy considering individual customer requirements.
Keywords: Lithium-Ion Cell Design, Vehicle Requirements, Cost Optimization, Modular Kit, Genetic Algorithm

1

Introduction

The cost situation of lithium-ion batteries is one
of the most critical barriers for a significant
market penetration of electric vehicles. The
development of cost per energy (e.g. €/kWh)

based on the anticipated performance enhancement
of upcoming generations of lithium-ion battery
materials was analyzed by several studies [1]-[5].
In this paper, the cost effects of energy and power
requirements
in
electric
drivetrains
are
investigated. Therefore, relations between cost and
function are quantified in a flexible bottom-up cell
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model. In this approach the term function is
defined as customer relevant performance of a
cell such as power and storable energy, whereas
cost is the monetary effort related to the
respective cell.
To account for the dynamic technology
environment the model allows considering
different lithium-ion cell technology set-ups
(housings, active materials, etc.). The objective
of the technique depicted in this paper is to make
use of the cost per function relations to:
1) Evaluate the stand-alone cell cost of a vehicle
portfolio, dependent on the cell technology
2) Identify the ideal number of cell variants and
power to energy ratios (P/E-ratios) to serve a
vehicle portfolio in a cost-optimal way.
3) Determine the optimal cell size to serve a
vehicle portfolio cost efficiently while
accounting for system restrictions such as
voltage levels.

2

Cell Model

In the first step, a cell model is developed which
allows to approximate the cell performance
(storable energy and available power) based on a
bill of material (BOM). The component and
material parameter description in the BOM
allows determining:
1) The cost of the cell based on material and
production cost data.
2) The cost and performance effect of applying
new materials
Inputs for the cell model are geometric
dimensions of different cell formats, material
properties and results from investigations of
sample cells.

2.1

Cell Design

The analyzed cell geometries are the VDA
standardized prismatic cell formats [6] and the
18650-consumer
format.
The
simplified
assumption is that the cell performance (power
focus vs. energy focus) is determined by the
thickness of the electrode. A constant utilization
of the inner cell volume is assumed. This implies
that the change of the electrode thickness at the
same time leads to a change of the electrode
surface. Smaller thicknesses increase the
electrode surfaces; higher thicknesses reduce the
electrode surface and enlarge the volume share
that is filled by active material.
In a constant cell volume, the thickness of the
anode Da can be described as a function of the
thickness of the cathode Dc. In order to meet the
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required capacity ratio between anode and cathode,
the specific active material capacities cspec,am, the
active material mass share of the electrode mam, the
material densities ρ and the electrode porosities ε
need to be taken into account. [7]
(1)
Da  f ( Dc , cspec,am ,  , mam ,  )

By varying the thickness of the cathode electrode
coating Dc the investigated cell can be altered from
a power oriented to an energy oriented cell.

2.2

Energy and Power Calculation

In order to determine the P/E-ratios dependent on
cell designs, the calculations for energy and power
are introduced in this section.
The energy of a lithium-ion cell is linearly related
to the respective mass of active electrode material
in the cell. In the investigations presented below a
Nickel-Cobalt-Manganese Oxide (NMC-111) was
assumed as the cathode material and graphite as
the anode material. The initial capacity was
considered 155mAh/g for the NMC-111 and
350mAh/g for the graphite [8]. Irreversible
capacity was assumed between 5% and 10%,
whereas the active material share was considered
larger than 90% of the total electrode mass [9].
The cell energy is then calculated by multiplying
the cathode active material mass with the specific
capacity and the first cycle efficiency.
The respective maximum power of the cell Pmax
was calculated by making use of the relation
between the generated heat power Ploss and
dissipated heat power Pout (equation 2). The
maximum cell power can be described as the
product of the maximum current Imax and the
voltage at e.g. 90% state of charge (SOC) USOC90
minus Ploss that occurs due the internal resistance
of the cell.
Pmax  U SOC90  I max  Ploss
(2)
In the model, the area specific impedance Rspec,A is
assumed to be constant (equation 3). The
impedance R1 is scaled by the ratio of the electrode
surface A1 to A0. For the initial electrode surface A0
a value of about 4 m² was assumed. The initial
internal resistance R0 was 0,8 mΩ. Both data
points stem from a prismatic automotive cell.
Rspec, A  R0  A0  R1  A1
(3)
Imax can be expressed as a relation of the internal
resistance and the power loss. At the steady state
of heat power generated by the internal resistance
and dissipated heat power, the following
equation 4 applies:

Pout  Ploss  Ri  I max
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This leads to the following expression of
maximum power capability as a function of
electrode surface and the dissipated heat.

Pmax  U SOC90 

Pout
 A1  Pout
R0  A0

(5)

For the comparison of different cell formats one
possibility would be to scale the dissipated heat
power by the cooling surface of the respective
cell format.
The introduced power calculation describes a
special case in which the entire generated heat of
the cell needs to be dissipated through the can
surface. This limitation applies in the case that
the cell reached the maximum acceptable
temperature. For short peak power pulse the local
hot spot temperature on the electrode surface
would most likely be the only power limitation.
Hence, further detailed thermal modelling could
lead to relaxed power limitations for peak pulses.

Considering vehicle projects with significant
quantities in the future, the available cost data
from scientific publications can be presumed
conservative. Therefore, the lowest price out of
these studies is considered for each item. The
assumed conversion rate was 1,30 $/€.

2.4

cE spec  mtech 

Premises Cost Data

To determine the energy and power specific
costs, each cell is described through a detailed
BOM. To evaluate the cost of the cell, the BOM
is connected to the data shown in Table 1. This
cost data is taken from publications from the last
three years [1]-[5].

Component

Material Cost
Production Cost
OH

NMC-111
Graphite
PVDF
CMC/SBR
Carbon
Powder
LiPF6,
Electrolyte
Solvent
Monolayer PE
Separator
Coated
Anode Foil
Copper
Cathode Foil Aluminium

Cost
$/kg
$/kg
$/kg
$/kg

Berger, 2012
Berger, 2012
Nelson et al., 2012
Nelson et al., 2012

6,80

$/kg

Nelson et al., 2012

17,00

$/kg

Rempel et al., 2013

1,50

$/m²

16,85
9,83

$/kg
$/kg

Can & Cap

EV

5,35 $/Pcs.

Can & Cap

PHEV

3,30 $/Pcs.

Can & Cap

HEV

2,28 $/Pcs.

Can & Cap

18650

0,17 $/Pcs.

EV

7,34 $/Pcs.

PHEV

4,55 $/Pcs.

HEV

3,44 $/Pcs.

18650

0,33 $/Pcs.

Overhead &
Profit

Source

24,50
18,00
10,00
10,00

16%

Rempel et al., 2013
(+$0,50 ceramic)
Nelson et al., 2012
Nelson et al., 2012
Rempel et al., 2013
(scale surface)
Rempel et al., 2013 (plus
surcharge hardcase)
Rempel et al., 2013
(scale surface)
Brodd et al., 2013
(q350Mio cells/Y)
Nelson et al., 2012
(scale to capacity)
Nelson et al., 2012
(scale to capacity)
Nelson et al., 2012
(scale to capacity)
Brodd et al., 2013
(350Mio cells/Y)
Berger, 2012

400
300
200

P
 btech
E

(6)

CE-spec(EV1) =
15,961x + 66,278

CE-spec(PHEV1) =
14,160x + 77,867

CE-spec (EV2) =
16,391x + 58,110

CE-spec(18650) =
8,426x + 79,616

100
0

Table 1: Exemplary lithium-ion cost data sources
[1]-[5]
Cathode
Anode
Binder
Binder
Conductive
Carbon

Results Cell Model

Through the cell model the relation between
power, energy and specific costs dependent on the
examined technology can be quantified. As shown
in Figure 1, the relation between energy specific
cost cE-spec and the power to energy ratio (P/Eratio) of the cell is approximately linear. The slope
mtech and the y-axis intercept btech are dependent on
the investigated technology. These coefficients
change e.g. for different cell formats or different
active materials.

Cost per Energy
[€/kWh]

2.3
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0

10

20

Power / Energy (P/E)
[W/Wh]

30

Figure 1: Exemplary relations between P/E-ratio and
cost per energy for different cell formats

This linear approximation seems reasonable for a
wide range of electrode thicknesses. Other
publications show similar relations [5].

3

Cost
Impact
Portfolio

on

Vehicle

One of the key issues for cell and automobile
manufacturers is the question how to address a
wide range of requirements with a limited number
of different components. Hence, the design and
definition of modular component kits is
indispensable for cost-competitiveness [10]. For an
OEM the range of different battery requirements
might stem from different vehicles in the product
portfolio, for a cell manufacturer these might result
from different customer specifications. In this
section, a methodology is introduced which
supports the identification of cost-optimal cell
designs - not only for one specific vehicle but for a
whole vehicle project portfolio.
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The fictional vehicle portfolio is based on the
segments in which vehicles with electrified
drivetrains such as Nissan Leaf, VW eGolf,
BMW i3, Tesla Model S and Fisker Karma are
available today. The power and especially the
energy requirements are expected to be higher in
the future than those of today’s vehicles. They
are forecasted to the next three to five years – a
typical timeframe for the vehicle development
period [11]. In Table 2, the fictional
specifications for eight vehicles ranging from
compact (C-Segment) to luxury (F-Segment)
automobiles are described.
Table 2: Exemplary Vehicle Portfolio
Power (Battery)
[kW]
100
120
150
150
200
250

Vehicle Projects

Energy (Battery)
[kWh]
25
30
35
50
40
60

320

25

400

85

Vehicle
Class
BEV
C-Segment
BEV
D&E
Segment
PHEV
F- Segment
BEV
F- Segment

The above mentioned requirements serve as input
data for the determination of a cost-optimal cell
design for a vehicle portfolio. In addition the
planned vehicle quantities are important to
consider, since the vehicle projects will have
different impacts on the total cell cost. Therefore,
the requirements need to be weighted by the
respective planned vehicle volume.

3.2

Single and multiple cell variant
solutions

In order to identify the cost-optimal cell design
for multiple projects, the cost impact of
oversizing energy and power needs to be
understood.
In case 1, as depicted in Figure 2 the P/E-ratio of
the vehicle requirement is larger than the P/Eratio of the cell. The considered cell with the
P/E-ratio P/Ecell does not fulfil the power
requirements of the vehicle Pveh at the point
where the energy of the cells and the energy
requirement of the vehicle have the same value.
(Ecell = Eveh). Therefore the energy of the battery
Ecell needs to be oversized. In Figure 2 this would
mean moving up the P/Ecell line until Pcell = Pveh.

In the actual battery, using the same P/Ecell, this
can only be done by adding more cells.
Case 1: P/Eveh > P/Ecell
P/Ecell

P/Eveh

Pcell = Pveh

Power

Vehicle Portfolio

Eveh

Ecell

Energy

Figure 2: P/E-ratio of vehicle requirement is larger than
of considered cell  Energy oversizing of a battery

For case 1, the cell cost for the considered vehicle
project cveh can be calculated by making use of the
linear equation 6 for the energy specific cell cost.
It is multiplied by the required energy Eveh in the
vehicle and the planned vehicle quantity Qveh. The
quotient of the P/E-ratios of the vehicle and the
cell determines the degree of oversizing the energy
of the vehicle.

P
 


P
 E  veh
cveh   mtech     btech   Eveh  Qveh 
P
 E  cell


 
 E  cell

(7)

In case 2, as shown in Figure 3 the P/E-ratio of the
considered cell P/Ecell is larger than the ratio of the
vehicle power and energy requirements P/Eveh.
Therefore the power of the battery needs to be
oversized in order to meet the energy requirements
of the vehicle Eveh.
Case 2: P/Eveh < P/Ecell
P/Ecell

Pcell

Power

3.1
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P/Eveh

Pveh

Eveh= Ecell
Energy

Figure 3: P/E-ratio of vehicle requirement is smaller
than of considered cell  Power oversizing of a battery

In case 2 the cell cost of the considered vehicle
project can be calculated by inserting the P/E-ratio
of the cell in equation 6 and multiplying this term
with the required vehicle energy Eveh and the
planned vehicle quantity Qveh.



P
cveh   mtech     btech   Eveh  Qveh
 E  cell
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Determination of Cost Minimum
Number of Cell Variants

From equation 7 and equation 8 it can be
concluded that the cell cost minimum is reached
when the P/E-ratio of the cell matches the
P/E-ratio of the vehicle. In this case no
oversizing, neither of energy nor of power is
required.
This would potentially lead to a large number of
cell variants, which is not favorable for cost
reasons. Hence, a methodology is introduced
which enables OEMs and cell suppliers to
determine the cost-optimal number of cell
variants and their respective P/E-ratios.
The ideal P/E-value of a cell serving multiple
vehicle projects can be determined by making
use of relations of equations 7 and 8. The
P/E-ratio of the cell should be adjusted in a way
that the cost for oversizing power and energy is
minimized.
To determine one cost-optimal cell for all
t vehicle projects the sum of the cost weighted
distances dn between the cell’s P/E-ratio and the
vehicles’ P/E-ratios needs to be minimized.
t

min  min d n
n 1

(9)

In order to identify the cost-optimal P/E-ratios
for more than one cell serving the vehicle
portfolio the minimum cost weighted distance dn,j
needs to be identified by evaluation of power and
energy oversizing to all m cell variants.
t

min  min d n , j
n 1

1 j  m

(10)

In Figure 4 the comparison of energy oversizing
for vehicle project 5 to the P/E-ratio of cell 2 and
power oversizing to the P/E-ratio of cell 1 is
illustrated. The vehicle projects are indicated by
the blue circles. The center illustrates the planned
combination of their respective power and energy
requirement. The dotted lines show the two
different P/E-ratios of the considered cells. Using
the same cell type, the P/E-ratio of a battery pack
will not be changed by increasing or reducing the
number of integrated cells. As long as the same
cell is used, an increase of the storable energy of
a battery pack always leads to an increase of
power.

400

Power [kW]

3.3

500

300

d5,1

200

d5,2

100
0

0

20

40

60

80

Energy [kWh]

100

Figure 4: Power and energy oversizing comparison for
more than one cell variant

The identification of cost minimal power or energy
oversizing leading to the cost-optimal P/E-ratios
for multiple cells requires a large number of
computations. For the exemplary vehicle portfolio
used in this paper, the P/E-ratios of the vehicle
portfolio range from 3,0 to 12,8. As the achievable
production precision of electrode thickness and
porosity is limited [12] the minimum step width of
P/E-ratios is assumed 0,1. This leads to 67,91
million combinations of P/E-ratios if 5 cell
variants are considered for the vehicle portfolio.
Hence 2,72 billion operations would be needed to
compare the 8 vehicle projects to the 5 P/E
variants in order to identify the cost minimum.
Due to this complexity and the intention to further
expand the calculation to account for additional
restrictions of the battery design, identifying a
suitable and fast algorithm was essential. As
heuristic methods such as genetic algorithms (GA)
quickly limit the solution space as they learn
which parameters influence the fitness of the
optimization criteria, they seemed promising for
this application. In addition, GAs are capable of
handling discontinuous relations which becomes
relevant to account for battery design restrictions.
The chosen GA program was GAnetXL [13]. The
P/E-ratios of the considered cells were varied and
used as the chromosomes in the optimization. The
optimization criterion was the total cell cost of the
vehicle portfolio taking into account all vehicle
quantities. Figure 5 shows the exemplary result of
an optimization using four P/E variants.
500

P/Eopt4 =12,8

400

Power [kW]

For case 2, the oversizing of power is a result of
implementing the P/E-ratio of the cell in the cost
equation. In this case the P/E-ratio of the cell is
larger than the P/E-ratio of the vehicle. This
leads to higher cost per kWh (equation 6).
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P/Eopt3 =4,3
P/Eopt1 =4,0

300

P/Eopt2 =3,0

200

100
0

0

20

40

60

Energy [kWh]

80

100

Figure 5: Exemplary result for multiple P/E-variants
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Total Cell Costs for Vehicle
Portfolio [%]

It can be seen that the lowest (3,0) and highest
P/E-ratio (12,8) of the vehicle requirements in
the portfolio are among the optimal cell
configurations.
In the next step the cost-optimal number of
different P/E-ratios is quantified. In Figure 6 the
total lifetime cell costs for the full vehicle
portfolio depending on the number of P/Edesigns are displayed. It can be concluded that
four P/E-ratios are the cost-minimum for the
considered vehicle portfolio (Table 2)
considering an additional one-time expense per
P/E-ratio.
Cost Minimum:
4 P/E-Designs

100%
99%
98%

P/E=3,0
P/E=4,0
P/E=4,3
P/E=12,8

97%
96%
95%

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Number of P/E-Designs

Figure 6: Exemplary determination of optimal number
of P/E-ratios for the vehicle portfolio

The optimal number of P/E-variants heavily
depends on the planned vehicle quantities and the
actual amount of one-time expenses that occurs
at the cell manufacturer for development and at
the OEM for validation of an additional cell
variant. The degree to which the power and
energy requirements differ from vehicle to
vehicle is of influence for the ideal number of
P/E-ratios as well. As the cost impact of the
number of P/E-designs relates to a full vehicle
portfolio the decision for the right number can be
easily in the tens of million Euros depending on
the vehicle quantities.

3.4
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maximum nominal voltage level (i.e. 50 % SOC)
in the battery to around 400 V. The lower voltage
limit of the battery is mainly restricted by the
power requirement and the current limitation of the
cell. In order to meet lifetime and safety
requirements cell manufacturers set current limits
for the cells. For a lithium-ion cell the open circuit
voltage significantly drops over the SOC (e.g. for a
NMC-111 / graphite cell from 4,1 V to 2,7 V).
Hence, the current needs to be increased at lower
SOCs to meet power requirements at the reduced
voltage level. A typical lower voltage limit of an
automotive battery pack is 300 V [14].
These upper and lower voltage limitations of the
battery pack influence the pack design as they limit
the number of cells that can be connected in series.
As the nominal voltage level of an NMC-111 /
graphite cell is approximately 3,7 V the described
voltage restrictions lead to a limitation of 80 to 108
cells connected in series. The cell specific voltage
level depends on the potential between the used
anode and cathode material. It is not influenced by
the cell capacity or cell size. If more than 108 cells
need to be integrated into the battery pack, than a
second series of cells would be needed to be
integrated into the vehicle. This implies that the
next bigger battery pack needs to consist at least of
160 cells (2 x 80 cells in series connection). All
storage capacities between 108 and 160 cells do
not fulfill voltage requirements.
The solution spaces for one, two and three cells in
a parallel electric connection are shown in Figure 7
for the EV2-format. In this case the vehicle
portfolio is served with only one P/E-ratio.
324
cells
240
216 cells
cells

160
cells

80
cells

108
cells

Cost Impact of Voltage Restriction
in Electrified Drivetrains

An important restriction for the integration of
lithium-ion batteries into electrified drivetrains is
the limitation of the voltage that can be handled
by the inverter. The upper voltage limit is mainly
determined by the availability of insulated-gate
bipolar transistors (IGBTs). Currently IGBTs
commonly used in electric vehicles have an
upper operating voltage limit of 600V. Including
safety margins for voltage peaks after switching
and provisions for the voltage variation over the
SOC of a lithium-ion battery this restricts the

Figure 7: Impact of voltage limitation on scalability of
battery size (EV2 cell, P/E = 4)

Figure 8 illustrates how the solution space (light
blue) would change if different P/E-ratios would
be added. Using the same large EV2-format still
large uncovered areas in the solution space would
remain. These areas are dependent on the cell size.
Adding more P/E-ratios does not lead to coverage
of the full solution space.
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216
cells

240
cells

160
cells
108
cells

80
cells

Figure 8: Solution areas of EV2 cell considering
voltage limitation (300V-400V)

In Figure 9 the same portfolio of vehicle
requirements is served with the smaller cell
format EV1. Compared to Figure 8 the blue
solution area becomes larger, as the capacity per
cell decreases due to the smaller cell volume. For
more than 320 cells (4 x 80 cells) the solution
space of three and four parallel connected cells
overlaps.

80
cells

108
cells

160
cells

240
216 cells
cells

324
320 cells
cells

Figure 9: Solution areas of EV1 cell considering
voltage limitation (300V-400V)

Although smaller cells show an advantage
regarding their scalability, the cost-optimal cell
size needs to be determined case by case. Some
vehicle projects in the C-Segment with
potentially significant quantities are outside the
solution space of the EV1 cell, which were
within the blue solution space of the larger EV2
cell. In addition a project specific comparison of
cell formats is necessary because larger prismatic
cell formats show a lower cost per energy as
shown in Figure 10. They contain a smaller share
of passive material and have lower production

costs, as fewer large cells are necessary to make up
for one kWh [7]. Based upon the exemplary cost
data of Table 1 the 18650-format has a cost
advantage, due to its simple and less expensive
housing format and production concept.
100

Cost per Energy [%]

For vehicle requirements in the white area, the
battery pack would possibly need to be oversized
two times:
1) by adding cells to meet energy and power
requirements (distance to the P/E-line of the
considered cell - black arrow),
2) by adding cells to meet the voltage
requirement (distance to the next blue
solution area - red arrow).
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80

Overhead and Profit

60

Manufacturing
Passive Material

40

Increased Cell Size

20
0

18650

PHEV1

EV1

Active Material
EV2

Figure 10: Exemplary energy specific cost for different
cell sizes (P/E = const; cell illustrations not to scale)

In order generate a quantitative assessment of the
cost-optimal cell format a comparison of the total
cell cost as shown in Figure 11 is necessary. Using
the cost-optimal number of P/E-variants, the total
cell cost of the different formats is determined.
The light blue bar represents the total cell cost of
the portfolio not taking into account the voltage
restriction of the battery system (stand-alone cell
cost). Even though this can be considered a
theoretical value, it represents the cell costs which
are investigated in many publications [1]-[5].
Considering the application of the cell in the
vehicle, the cost impacts of limitations on the
battery system level have to be taken into account
as well. The increased costs caused by the voltage
restrictions are represented by the dark-blue bars.
These costs are larger than the stand-alone cell
costs if oversizing of the batteries is required to
fulfil voltage restrictions of the drivetrain system.
They are on the same level as the stand-alone cell
costs if no oversizing of the batteries is required to
fulfil voltage limitations. Figure 11 shows the
18650-format as the most cost efficient cell for the
investigated vehicle portfolio considering the
exemplary cost parameters of Table 1. As a result
of its simple housing design, the 18650-format has
the lowest stand-alone cell cost. At the same time
no oversizing of the battery is necessary as voltage
restrictions do not impact the integration of the
18650-format due to its small size. The larger cell
formats EV2 and EV1 show a significant deviation
between stand-alone cell cost and cell cost on the
system level taking into account the voltage
limitation. Contrary to initial expectation this
deviation is even bigger for the EV1-format than
for the larger EV2-format. The reason for the cost
disadvantage of EV1-format for this particular
vehicle portfolio can be found in the C-Segment
vehicle projects with potentially significant
quantities outside the solution area. Using the
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Total Cell Cost for Vehicle
Portfolio [%]

smaller PHEV1-format, the battery scaling is
already sufficient to create a solution space that
is large enough to avoid battery oversizing to
reach voltage requirements. Therefore, the cost
increase due to the voltage limitation is minimal
for the PHEV1-format. The disadvantage of this
format is the comparably high stand-alone cell
cost. Can and cap cost of prismatic cells lead to a
cost disadvantage on cell level if the cell size
decreases (Figure 10).
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Stand-Alone Cell Cost

18650

PHEV1

Cell Cost in System (U_limit)

EV1

EV2

Figure 11: Exemplary total cell cost of vehicle
portfolio for different cell formats

4

Summary
Outlook

of

Finding

and

In order evaluate the optimal cell cost for a
vehicle portfolio this paper introduced a cell
model which describes the relations between cost
and function of a lithium-ion cell dependent on
the chosen technology parameters. Based on the
bill of material of this model the cell costs were
quantified. The lowest cost per function can be
reached when the P/E-ratio of the cell matches
the P/E-ratio of the vehicle. In this case, neither
power nor energy of the battery has to be
oversized to meet vehicle requirements.
Considering a vehicle portfolio, this finding
would potentially lead to large number of
different cell variants. Hence, an algorithm to
identify the cost-optimal number of different cell
designs and their respective P/E-specifications
was applied. The cost impact of the number of
P/E-variants was found to be significant,
dependent on the one-time expense, the planned
vehicle quantities and the distribution of
P/E-requirements in the vehicle portfolio.
In the final part of the paper, not only the standalone cell costs were considered, but the cell cost
impact of a battery system constraint has been
taken into account as well. For the integration of
lithium-ion cells into electric drivetrains the
operating voltage levels of the battery pack are
restricted due to voltage limits of the inverter and
current limits of the cell. In general, it can be
anticipated from the investigations that smaller
cells are less prone to cost increase due to
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oversizing of the battery in order to reach voltage
limitations. However, a decrease of cell size leads
to an increase of energy specific cost due to higher
cost share of the housing. Based on the cost data
assumed this effect was small for cylindrical cells
and led to a cost advantage of this format even for
smaller sizes. The study on the exemplary vehicle
portfolio showed that a case by case investigation
dependent on the requirements and quantities of a
certain vehicle portfolio is indispensable to
identify the cost-optimal cells.
Further investigation is going to be conducted to
analyze the sensitivity of a cost-optimal cell design
depending on the planned vehicle volumes, the
power and energy requirements and the assumed
cost-parameters. In this continuation of research
alternative approaches for power calculation will
be evaluated as well. Simulations to determine the
sensitivity are necessary as the market for electric
drivetrains is still small and precise forecasts of the
quantities and types of electric vehicles desired in
the future are hard to anticipate. Therefore, it is
important to not only consider cost efficiency but
to also factor in the cell type’s robustness against
changing requirements and uncertain vehicle
planning
quantities.
Furthermore,
future
investigations should challenge the distinct
separation of vehicle requirements and technical
solution that is currently applied. From an
economic standpoint it might be more attractive to
oversize the battery or adapt the requirements
depending on price sensitivity to vehicle range and
power.
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